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Abstract: In now a days,whole world is connected through the internet. The different types of data ,we can save,copy and backup
in the digital form. But old data which is in the form of traditional paper. This old data plays important role in a major task.Many
of the paper data is being degraded due to lack of reason. The front and rear data are mix up together so segmention of text from
badly degraded document is very challenging task.To solve this problem by using binarization technique. In this paper ,we
propose four binarization technique for recovering degraded document images.we firstly apply contrast inversion mechanism on
degraded document images. The contrast map is then converted to grayscale image so as to clearly identify the text stroke from
background and foreground pixels.Detected text is further segmented using local threshold method that is estimated based on
intensities of detected text stroke edge pixel.Finally applying post processing to improve the quality of degraded document
images.This binarization technique is simple,robust and efficient for recovering degraded document images .
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I.
INTODUCTION
Document image binarization technique is used for segment
the foreground text from the document background.A fast
and accurate document image binarization technique is
important for the ensuring document image processing tasks
such as optical character recognition.In now days,there are
different types Degraded documents are available ,which is
in unreadable format due to lack of attentions,such as
foreground text mix up with background text. In historical
documents,other sides of ink seeps through to the front.In
Handwritten text within degraded documents often shows
different amount of variation like stroke width,stroke
brightness,stroke connection etc.

As time passes, Text data on document is in unredable
format. We need to recover the data from this degraded
document. Various other techniques were proposed to
recover data, but were less efficient. To provide maximum
accuracy and exact recovery of documents, we propose a
binarization technique for recovery of degraded documents.
II.
LITERATURE SURVEY
In this paper ,they proposed the binarization technique
which is useful for degraded document image.firstly they
construct the adaptive contrast map which is a combination
of local image contrast and local image gradient.constrast
map is combine through canny edge map.canny edge
detector is used for detection of text edge. The drawback of
canny edge detector is they does not detect inside text
edge.[1] Many thresholding techniques [2]have been
reported for document image binarization. As many
degraded documents
do not have a clear bimodal pattern, global thresholding [3]
is usually not a suitable approach for the degraded document
binarization.
III.
PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
In this section we describes four binarization technique
.which is useful for recovering degraded document images.

Fig 1- Example of Degraded document image
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scale conversion helps to extract the text stroke edge pixel
accurately.

Fig 2- System Architecture
Fig 4- Text Stroke Edge Detected image
1. Contrast Image Construction

3. Local Threshold Estimation

To adjust the level of contrast in the image is very necessary
,so we detect the exact text stoke edges. In this method we
are keeping the image contrast at minimum or maximum
level.Applying the contrast inversion on image that is we are
reversing the color of image.Contrast inversion of above
input image as shown in fig 3

After detection of text stroke edge pixel Two characteristics
can be observed from different kinds of document images
[5]: First, the text pixels are close to the detected text stroke
edge pixels. Second, there is a distinct intensity difference
between the high contrast stroke edge pixels and the
surrounding background pixels. The edge detected image is
then converted into binary format of 0’s and 1’s. 0 indicates
that the image pixels are non-connected pixels and 1
indicate that image pixels are connected pixels and the
represents the text strokes. The 0’s are removed from the
image because they are part of background image.
4. Post Processing
In proposed system, post processing technique plays
important role,because it eliminate the non-stroke images
from binary image.It also eliminate background pixel which
is not related with resultant binarised image.It gives output
as a clear image , which is in readable format.we are use
following algorithm for post processing.

Fig 3-Contrast Image
2. Text Stroke Edge Detection
Todetect text stroke edges through gray scale conversion of
contrast image.Before applying Otusu’s global thresholding
algorithm,we first convert the image into grayscale.the
grayscale version of contrast image has properly veriation
between the background and foreground pixel.The gray

Input : The Input Document Image I , Initial Binary Result B
and Corresponding Binary Text Stroke Edge Image Edg
Output: The Final Binary Result Bf
1: Find out all the connect components of the stroke edge
pixels in Edg.
2: Remove those pixels that do not connect with other
pixels.
3: for Each remaining edge pixels (x,y ): do
4: Get its neighbourhood pairs: (x − 1, y) and (x + 1, y );
(x, y − 1) and (x, y + 1)
5: if the pixels in the same pairs belong to the same class
(both text or background) then
6: Assign the pixel with lower intensity to foreground
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class (text), and the other to background class.
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